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INTRODUCTION
When I was researching various graduate programs in instructional design and elearning, I was
drawn to each program’s course on games. Although my career focus is not on games, I believe
gaming has the potential to be successful in most learning environments, so it was important to
me that I chose a program where games were not ignored in the curriculum. I chose to attend
the University of Colorado-Denver for multiple reasons, but one of the aspects I was drawn to
was an elective course about games and learning. I was very eager to take this course in my ILT
program, so I decided to take it my second semester into my degree.
I grew up playing games. Board games, video games, sports, bicycle racing, go-kart racing - you
name it, I was probably into it. I was very competitive, which contrasted sharply against my
quiet, laid back brother. While my parents were working class, they were probably what could
be considered “early adopters” of technology, including Atari, Commodore 64, and later the
Nintendo. These gaming systems would become the centerpiece of life around our home. The
Commodore 64 had a pretty significant influence on my brother and I. Our competiveness was
pretty even when it came to computer and video games, where mostly cooperation and
helpfulness would shine through.
As an adult, I have found that I no longer have the time to play games. During my
undergraduate years, I got pretty heavy into the Grand Theft Auto series on Playstation, but
after that ran its course, I felt guilty playing games. I was trying to get my business off the
ground, and I felt like my time could be better invested doing something else. There have been
multiple times over the last few years that I have purchased a gaming system with all the bells
and whistles, and then turned around a day later and returned it to the store out of guilt.
However, taking the Games and Learning course has changed my perspective on game play. As
a future instructional designer, I now feel that it’s okay for me to play games, and in fact I am
encouraging it. Game play does not need to be expensive to have fun – one does not need the
latest and greatest gaming console to experience the wonder and joy of game play. This course
has challenged me to think differently about games and how I frame them. It has been through
our readings and assignments that I have found a new perspective on games, how people play
them, how they should be designed, and how people enrich their gaming experience through
affinity spaces.

This document is my Games and Learning final reflection and portfolio. I utilized several tools
throughout this course to collaborate, create, and synthesize data, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Hypothes.is
Canvas LMS
Personal website blog hosted by Wix.com
Twitter
Video and audio tools (Producer Pro 14, iPhone, Audacity)

PLAY JOURNAL
One required component of this Games and Learning course is game play. Each student is
required to immerse themselves in playing games. According to Salen (2008) “one cannot learn
about or from games without engaging in their play” (p.10). When I first began this course, I
wanted to complete my Affinity Space project on The Sims 4, so I felt that I should probably
play The Sims 4 for these blog post assignments. I was wrong in doing this. Since there were 3
required Play Journal blogs, I had the idea that I should do all three on the three main parts of
The Sims – Character Design, Build Mode, and Social Mode. This turned out to be a very bad
idea on my part, because I was reading my peers’ blogs and felt restricted in that they were all
playing different cool games each time, while I was sort of stuck with just one game. I became
really bored and felt like I wasn’t pushing myself. By the third play journal entry, I had actually
changed my affinity space project to another topic, so the opportunity to play a different game
finally presented itself to me. I decided to push my comfort level and play a game on my
iPhone. For this reflection, I have chosen my Play Journal #3 entry.
I have never been comfortable playing games on my iPhone and iPad. I had some limited
experience playing games using these devices, but I was never comfortable with swiping around
a screen to control the game rather than using a game pad or
joystick. I had good experiences other than that, I was
disillusioned with the whole format.
What I was comfortable with was games in the aviation genre.
As I wrote in Play Journal #3, I grew up playing all types of
aviation and military games. My father was a pilot, and my
brother and I were aviation geeks. I merged my distaste in
games for the iOS devices with my love of aviation games. I
downloaded from the App Store a game titled Airport
Simulator. I had already experienced a simulated life as an air

traffic controller at age 6 (Commodore
64’s Kennedy Approach), a pilot while
playing Flight Simulator from childhood
to adulthood, so it was natural that my
next step was running the ground crew
at a major airport in this Airport
Simulator game. Initially I did not know
the game was just simulating the
grounds crew, which consists of the
catering trucks, cargo/luggage, and
ferrying planes around the tarmac, so
when I finally figured this out I was
greatly disappointed. I wanted to
experience running an entire airport, which this game was not.
What I had noticed about Airport Simulator, due in part to what I learned in this Games and
Learning course, was its strong tutorial system built in within the game. The type of tutorial I
encountered was similar to what Gee (2004) described as a “fish tank tutorial” (p. 59). A “fish
tank tutorial” refers to how a fish tank is a simplified environment that is stripped away of its
complexity, but still features enough complexity to show basic parts of an ecosystem (Gee,
2004, p. 59). In the tutorial I went through, it showed a basic level in the game with tutorials
added, but the timer was not set like it is in later game levels.
If a player didn’t go through the tutorial, he/she would probably struggle quite a bit. Before
taking this course, in-game tutorials were very annoying, and I would click out of them just as
soon as I could. This always caught up to me later when I would usually struggle at figuring out
the mechanics of the game. Gee’s 2004 chapter “Learning and Gaming” was the first time I had
ever really considered game tutorials when thinking about gaming and how they are played.
While this game isn’t one I have continued to play after I wrote this blog entry, it taught me
that trying a new experience in gaming is fun. This experience has opened doors for me where I
no longer feel constrained by being serious all of the time, and its taught me that it’s okay to
play. Fizek (2014) wrote that fun matters when in search of playful experiences (p. 275).

PEER PLAY JOURNAL RESPONSES

While I found my game play experiences to be rewarding, I think I had more enjoyment from
reading my peers’ blogs during this semester. I was impressed with the level of thinking that
went into their individual game play experiences, and it was clear that our course readings had

been making an impact on everyone. It was interesting to see the different types of games
played, but also the angle to which each peer had decided to discuss in each blog post.
In this portfolio, I have highlighted several of my responses to peer journal entries.

Response to Nik Unterkircher’s Roller Coaster Tycoon Reboot

Nik’s play journal entry about his experiences playing Roller Coaster Tycoon and his love affair
with roller coasters resonated with me, as that is how I feel about aviation and aviation games. I
enjoyed reading his blog entry as he revisited a game that he played years ago. It was
interesting to read his perspective on how the game franchise has evolved over time. The most
interesting part of his blog post was the list of constraints of the game, strategy, but more
importantly, an overview of how Nik plays the game. This is interesting, as he chose to play the
game that made the most sense to him and gave him the most enjoyment. It’s also an
interesting perspective in that some games can be played in different ways, and not all games
must be played in a certain way. This gives the player freedom to be creative and to set a goal
for him/herself that may differ from other players.

Response to Annie Melzer’s Sit Back, Relax, and Enjoy This Puzzle

I was excited to hear Annie’s thoughts on the puzzle game Monument Valley. I had never
played it before, but I knew it had been critically acclaimed and had won awards. I had been
intrigued by the game’s soothing colors and atmospheric graphics. Annie described the game as
not having any rules and being a “fluid experience of discovery.” Monument Valley is a puzzle
game where every object has a purpose in solving it. Annie had cited the article by CampbellDollaghan (2015) which was centered on the changes the human brain undergoes when solving
puzzles. Annie was able to connect our readings to her gaming experience and view the game in
a prospective that an average player may not.

Response to Robert Grotans Let’s Play The Witness!

Robert’s experience playing the puzzle game The Witness was interesting to me for a couple of
different reasons. First, this style of game reminded me of some of the old adventure/puzzle
games I played on the Commodore 64. There is something about these types of games that
mesh those two genres together that seem to work well together. Second, something about
Robert’s experience playing The Witness wasn’t quite apparent to me until now, as I am
finishing up this semester. He had to get out a piece of paper to help his gameplay as it grew
more complex, and he remarked that it was becoming “less playful, and more schooling.”

As my understanding of games and learning has deepened, if I were to comment on this blog
post now, I would be asking him more detailed questions about how that made him feel and
how his experience may or may not have changed after that moment. What would Robert think
of this game now, now that he too has completed this course? I recall playing a game titled
Impossible Mission 2 where a security passcode had to be figured out to meet the goal of the
game. As I collected numbers throughout the game that could potentially be used as part of the
passcode, I would have to write them down on a piece of paper. I would then write down all
kinds of possible codes to try, and would have to cross them each off if they were incorrect. To
me, it was fun and just added another dimension to how I played the game.

Response to Logan Priess’ Risk of Rain

Logan’s game play experience was interesting in that he chose to play a game created by a twostudent team from the University of Washington. Since his post did not have any photos of the
game, I looked it up myself and was pleasantly surprised at the games aesthetics. I was
assuming from his post that it was a shooter-style game, but it really couldn’t be characterized
as such. Instead, it featured elements from a wide variety of genres, so much so that I wasn’t
sure what it could be characterized as. Logan had done a very good job with incorporating our
readings into his blog post and had synthesized this information well, which made it easy for
me to understand his thoughts on his experience playing Risk of Rain.

HYPOTHES.IS ANNOTATIONS

In this course, we used a collaborative tool called Hypothes.is to annotate each article we were
assigned to read. I was not familiar with this type of tool before this course. Admittedly, I
struggled with it due to technical issues. I loved that it made me feel like I was able to better
synthesize and understand our readings, and I felt like I was more engaged in what I was
reading. Unfortunately, the technical issues plaguing this platform caused me to quickly
become disenchanted with it and not being as involved as I could have been in the annotating
process. Participating in the annotation process was very trying at times. I tried to annotate
using three different browsers on two different computers and the outcomes were the same. I
hope Hypothes.is can work out some of the technical issues plaguing this product, as its
academic value is very high in my opinion.
I have selected ten annotations I contributed to this course using Hypothes.is.

1. Response to Gee, Ch. 1 (2004) Cycle 1 – January 2017

This passage by Gee (2004) resonated with me so much. I believe that young students should
be exposed to a wide academic variety of languages all throughout their time in formal
schooling to better prepare them for adulthood. Many students, by the time they arrive in
college, are unprepared for the curriculum they must learn, and I have to wonder if they had
been exposed early on in their academic career if they would be more successful in the learning
process later on.

2. Response to Gee, Ch. 1 (2004) Cycle 1 – January 2017

Gee’s statement on the human mind working best when it can build and run simulations of
experiences in order to understand new things and prepare for action in the real world made so
much sense to me. I am a big fan of simulation games, and throughout this semester I had
become interested in “serious games”, specifically simulation-type serious games. I feel that
they are way underutilized in our world.

3. Response to Stevens et al. (2008) Cycle 2 – February 2017

The article by Stevens et. al. (2008) in Cycle 2 was my favorite in this course. I enjoy
ethnographic/qualitative studies such as this, and it was very fascinating to see the dynamic
between each set of individuals studied. In this particular passage, I was unfamiliar with what a
“just-in-time” resource was in the business world, but it was interesting in that I began hearing
that term right after and was able to understand what it meant in terms beyond gaming.

4. Response to Stevens et al. (2008) Cycle 2 – February 2017

Of the interactions in this article, I was most puzzled by the one between Holly and Brandon. I
wasn’t sure why Holly was so invested in providing a never-ending commentary to her brother,
but it was interesting for sure.

5. Response to Gee & Hayes (2012) Cycle 2 – February 2017

Gee & Hayes (2012) asserting that affinity spaces do not have bosses was surprising to me. I’ve
always thought that most online spaces have someone in charge. Like I mentioned in my
annotation, I had been involved in quite a few different affinity spaces beginning in the mid1990s and all of them except one had someone in charge. In fact, some of the dynamics I had
witnessed involving the affinity space “bosses” deserves its own attention academically.

6. Response to Jenkins (2006) Cycle 2 – February 2017

My response to Jenkins’ statement about people better able to collaborate with others from
diverse backgrounds was in part due to my own experiences with using affinity spaces. I grew
up in a very small town and had done a part of my schooling outside of the traditional brickand-mortar schools. When my family got into the internet around 1995, I quickly found places
online where I felt I could be myself and ended up meeting all types of cyber friends my age
from all over the world. At the time, people might have criticized it as a waste of time, but
these interactions I had with teenagers my age were extremely valuable to me.

7. Response to Mortensen (2016) Cycle 5 – March 2017

I was excited to learn that IRC is still in existence. This was a big hangout for me online in the
1990s. As I mentioned in my annotation, IRC should have been studied during its heyday, unless
it already has been. The sociological aspects of IRC spaces were quite interesting to watch and
could sometimes be dangerous due to the threat of hacking.

8. Response to Mortensen (2016) Cycle 5 – March 2017

Reading about Gamergate was eye-opening. I vaguely remember it going on at the time, but
never paid much attention to it. The articles we read in Cycle 5 allowed me to understand the
situation. The articles also made me more aware of what I am posting online, especially during
this time involving political climate. As a result, I was not comfortable posting about this topic
on my personal blog.

9. Response to Campbell-Dollaghan (2015 ) Cycle 4 – March 2017

I was pleased to read this article, especially this passage. As the generations who grew up with
the internet and gaming age, it will be fascinating to see the changes that will come and the
possibilities that will present themselves that are geared towards our older populations.

10. Response to Holden (2016) Cycle 6 – April 2017

The lack of access to technology is often cited as a constraint when implementing it into school
curriculums. When I participated in leading the annotations for Cycle 6, I asked my classmate if
they could think of any other possible constraints of using this type of program in a classroom.

AFFINITY SPACE PROJECT

My affinity space project evolved as I went through this semester. Initially, I was going to
complete my project about The Sims Resource (TSR) and play The Sims 4. I was an avid Sims
player when the first game came out in 2000 and had been a semi-frequent user of The Sims
Resource, mostly when downloading add-ons to the game. I had wanted to see how The Sims 4,
as well as The Sims Resource, has changed since I first played them. I was also compelled to do
this after reading Gee & Hayes (2012) article where they had discussed TSR in-depth.
Unfortunately, my experience using TSR wasn’t what I thought it would be. The site was full of
glitches, there was a definite lack of interest and apathy among participants, and I didn’t feel
interested in the affinity space any longer. Interestingly enough, I had been playing the game of
bingo in-person regularly and had began the process of taking notes and observations about my
experiences with hopes of writing a book within the next couple of years. It had dawned on me
towards the end of this course that I had been involved intimately with a real-life affinity space
and didn’t even know it. With the blessing of my professor, Dr. Kalir, he allowed me to change
my project from The Sims Resource to my experiences at this particular bingo hall.
I was unsure of how my peers would react to my affinity space presentation. I think their initial
thoughts when they first heard I was completing my project about bingo was probably the
same thoughts I had when I first started going – boring, nothing interesting about it, a game for

older adults. My experiences at the bingo hall were anything but boring. I couldn’t have
possibly included everything into my video without really pushing the time limit, which I already
had done. During my undergraduate years, I had taken many sociology classes and had
completed a minor in cultural anthropology. I had begun framing all of my experiences at this
bingo hall in a sociological manner. It wasn’t until I was mid-way through my Games and
Learning course when I realized I had been involved in an affinity space firsthand. This was
probably one of the most intensive and rewarding assignments I have ever done, and it
certainly helps me further with my idea of writing a book about my experience.
I received good feedback responses from my peers. I have highlighted three responses.
Feedback from Nik Unterkircher

Response from Jennifer Johnston

Response from Stephanie Flynn

DESIGNING GAME-BASED LEARNING

I am currently designing a learning experience using a game-based solution. My partner is a
fourth grade teacher who teaches virtually online for a public school here in Oregon. I was very
moved by the articles by Saunders & Kalir (2016) and Darvasi (2016). The way Darvasi
transformed One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest into a game was mindblowing to me. I was
continuously exclaiming “This guy (Darvasi) is a genius!” A few weeks later, my partner told me
how she needed to somehow implement the Oregon Trail curriculum into her online classroom.
In Oregon, the Oregon Trail curriculum is a standard for fourth graders. It’s a pretty big deal. My
partner and I both attended the same elementary school years ago, and we recalled dressing up
in period costumes, learning how to churn butter, make rolls from scratch, learning how to
prepare meat and vegetables for a stew, which then cumulated into the whole fourth grade
coming together to have this big meal that we all worked together to prepare, and that wasn’t
even including the regular written assignments we had to complete on the subject.
So when my partner told me she needed to turn the Oregon Trail curriculum into something
interesting, I immediately thought of the articles by Saunders & Kalir (2016) and Darvasi (2016).
She said the Oregon Trail unit, like Darvasi’s unit, would be at the very end of the school year
and she needed something interesting to capture the kids’ attention. I told her again about the
Darvasi article and she asked to borrow it. She came back to me later and exclaimed exactly
what I had said about it.
We are currently brainstorming ideas of how to transform the Oregon Trail unit into “gameful
learning” as Saunders & Kalir (2016) put it. We are taking elements from the original Oregon
Trail computer game, as well as the Oregon Trail board game that was recently released, along
with the curriculum for the unit, and attempting to create a gameful learning experience
virtually. Since it is so late in the school year, we are likely going to roll out a more polished
version of this next year. This is something I am going to be working on during the summer and
will post information about it on my personal website later on.

CONCLUSION
The information I learned throughout this course – from our readings, scholarly article reviews,
affinity space updates, play journals, affinity space project, annotations, and peer comments –
are invaluable to me. I have an entirely different perspective about games than I had before
this course. I believe that the value of gaming is very underrated in the context of learning and
it has untapped potential. As a future instructional designer, I am very interested in
incorporating games into my own projects and even interested in designing my own games.

This course provided me with a broad overview of games and learning and I am looking forward
to continuing my own personal research and inquiry into this subject.
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